1 Military Road
Northampton
NN1 3ET

£310,000

Oscar James are pleased to offer for sale this fantastic four bedroom Victorian endterraced home situated in the convenient location of the Mounts. Being situated
within close vicinity of the town centre, this property is only a short distance away
from many great local amenities such as: The Lamplighter and The Charles
Bradlaugh public houses, The Racecourse, Abington Park, several local schools and
many local supermarkets.

purchasing this property to let out as a HMO.
The first floor accommodation comprises of four bedrooms, of which the master
includes advantageous built-in wardrobes, and a modern shower room finished to a
good standard.

This property further benefits from central heating and double-glazed windows.
This property is ideal for those with a large family or is a great opportunity for
investors looking to purchase a property to room let or to let out as a HMO (subject Externally, this home is comprises of a small rear garden with patio area and a large
to licencing).
garage, complete with inspection pit, perfect for mechanics or those with an interest
in motor vehicles.
You enter the property into a welcoming entrance hall which provides access to two
generously-sized reception rooms, a good-sized kitchen, utility room and study. This To book in for your viewing, contact sole selling agents Oscar James Northampton.
floor also provides access t o t h e basement, where two converted rooms a n d a This property must be viewed to appreciate its full potential.
shower room can be found; these provide fantastic potential for those thinking of
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Floor Plan

Two Reception Rooms, Study and
Two Converted Basement Rooms

Kitchen and Utility Room

Four Bedrooms

Two Shower Rooms

Private Rear Garden

Garage With Inspection Pit

Having lived here over thirty years, this has been an amazing home to raise my family. The
location is extremely convenient and has allowed me to walk to and from work each day with ease.
My only reason for deciding to sell is to downsize and therefore I'll be very sad to let this property
go. I wish the new owners as much happiness in their new home as it brought me and my family.

This is a fantastic property to
purchase as a room let/HMO
opportunity (subject to licencing); the
sheer size of this property is a rarity
within the Mounts area.
This property must be viewed to
appreciate the full potential of the
opportunity available.
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